ABSTRACT To design a disaster-resilient optical data center network, the concept of k-node (edge) content connectivity has been proposed and researched. Based on this concept, the k-node (edge) content connected elastic optical data center network (KC-EODCN) has been defined. To realize the KC-EODCN, individually establishing k independent end-to-content paths for each user is a direct method with lower complexity. However, this method ignores the relevance among the users who request the same level of k-node (edge) content connectivity and causes more spectrum consumption. In this paper, a survivable k-node (edge) content connected virtual optical network (KC-VON) is defined. The users who require the same level of k-node (edge) content connectivity are organized into one KC-VON. The KC-VON satisfies the k-node (edge) content connectivity requirement that each user has at least k virtual independent end-to-content paths. The KC-VON embedding scheme is proposed instead of individually establishing k independent endto-content paths for each user. Moreover, the KC-VON construction algorithm is developed to realize the KC-VON's construction. An integer linear program model and heuristic KC-VON embedding algorithms are developed to realize the virtual link mapping. Numerical results show that the KC-VON embedding scheme can greatly reduce the spectrum consumption more than the method of individually establishing k independent end-to-content paths for each user while realizing the KC-EODCN.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the survivability of optical data center networks against multi-failures caused by natural disasters or misconfigurations has attracted considerable attention. On the one hand, natural disasters, such as earthquakes, tsunamis, hurricanes, fires, and power outages, and misconfigurations occur frequently and have destructive impacts on optical data center networks [1] . On the other hand, optical data center networks have become progressively content-centric. The content that refers to some important data or services is generally replicated and maintained in multiple geographically distributed data centers to meet the local performance and reliability requirements. Content-centric means that the content provider is not confined to one particular data center and any data center that hosts the same content can be designated the content provider. Therefore, the end-to-end connections have been gradually replaced by end-to-content connections [2] . Because network connectivity has a fixed value for a given network, merely using network connectivity to improve the survivability of data center networks will reach a bottleneck. The content connectivity that is defined as the reachability of content from any point of a network becomes the research focus [3] . Moreover, a novel disaster-resilient optical data center network named the k-node (edge) content connected elastic optical data center network (KC-EODCN) was proposed [4] .
To realize the KC-EODCN, individually establishing k independent end-to-content light-paths for each user is a direct method with lower complexity. However, this method ignores the relevance among multiple users who require the same level of k-node (edge) content connectivity and consumes more spectrum resources. In this paper, we propose a novel survivable k-node (edge) content connected virtual optical network (KC-VON). The users who require the same level of k-node (edge) content connectivity together with the content are organized into one KC-VON. The KC-VON embedding scheme is proposed instead of individually establishing k independent end-to-content light-paths for each user. A KC-VON construction algorithm is developed to realize the KC-VON's construction and virtual node selection. Moreover, the independent virtual link mapping (IVLP) scheme and the relaxed IVLP (R-IVLP) scheme are proposed to guarantee that all virtual independent end-to-content paths belonging to the same user in a KC-VON are also independent in the substrate EODCN. ILP models and heuristic algorithms are developed to realize the KC-VON embedding with the IVLP scheme and the R-IVLP scheme. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the related works and our contributions. Section III defines the KC-VON and presents a KC-VON construction algorithm. Section IV describes the principle of the KC-VON embedding scheme. The ILP models and heuristic algorithms are developed for the KC-VON embedding in Section V and Section VI, respectively. Numerical results are presented in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORKS AND OUR CONTRIBUTIONS A. SURVIVABILITY TECHNOLOGIES IN OPTICAL DATA CENTER NETWORKS
To improve the survivability of optical data center networks, many survivability technologies have been proposed. In [5] , a resource orchestration scheme that could provide the fewest working data centers to guarantee the k-connect survivability against multi-failures was proposed in wavelength-routed optical data center networks. The proposed k-connect survivability was defined as at least k data centers remained connected with an aggregation data center after any failure. To enhance the survivability in virtualized data centers, the service-aware survivable virtual infrastructure (SVI) mapping approach was proposed in [6] . The proposed SVI mapping approach satisfies the VM's resource requirement and bandwidth demand between VMs before and after failures. Yao et al. [7] investigated the fast and coordinated data backup in geographically distributed optical inter-data center networks. They tried to minimize the time duration for regular data center backups with the joint optimization of the backup site selection and the data-transfer paths. Habib et al. [3] defined content connectivity and designed a survivable virtual network mapping to maintain failure-resilient content connectivity in multi-layer optical data center networks. In [8] , a disaster-aware dynamic content placement algorithm was proposed to minimize the required number of replicas of content while satisfying the content connectivity requirement through a probabilistic disaster model. In [9] , content connectivity combined with bandwidth-adaptability was proposed to reduce the spectrum consumption. In [10] , the concept of k-content connectivity was defined as the reachability that at least one content could be reached from any point of a data center network after k-1 concurrent failures. Meanwhile, a flexible content placement (FCP) algorithm was developed to realize k-content connectivity. In [11] , the FCP algorithm was verified through an SDN-enabled OTN and IP networks among multiple geographically distributed data centers. The concept of k-node (edge) content connectivity was formally proposed in [12] . A data center network that satisfies the k-node (edge) content connectivity requirement is regarded as a k-node (edge) content connected data center network. To avoid assigning dedicated spectrum for each endto-content path in the KC-EODCN, a shared end-to-content backup path protection scheme that allows multiple end-tocontent backup paths to share spectrum resources on common links was proposed in [4] . In [13] , the content placement scheme with the maximum number of end-to-content paths in the KC-EODCN was proposed.
B. SURVIVABLE VIRTUAL OPTICAL NETWORK (VON) MAPPING
Optical network virtualization has gained significant attention in recent years since it provides an efficient way to configure resources on demand in the realization of multiple isolated VONs coexisting over the same substrate networks [14] . This subsection reviews and summarizes the latest research progresses in survivable VON mapping. A VON is composed of a set of virtual nodes interconnected by some virtual links. Each virtual node has a capacity property representing the size of the computing and storage resources that need to be deployed in a substrate network, and each virtual link has a bandwidth property representing the data transmission rate on the mapped path in the substrate network. In [15] , Xie et al. formulated an ILP model and proposed a heuristic algorithm for the survivable impairmentconstrained VON mapping with the objective of minimizing the total optical equipment costs. Ye et al. [16] proposed an auxiliary graph-based parallel virtual infrastructure mapping (PAR) algorithm against a single physical node or link failure. The PAR algorithm jointly optimized the assignments of mapping the primary and backup virtual infrastructures by establishing two independent paths for each virtual link. Jiang et al. [17] analyzed the availability of a virtual component based on the availabilities of substrate elements. The ILP model and heuristic algorithms were developed for availability-aware survivable VON mapping. In [18] , heuristic algorithms were proposed to address the problem of survivable VON mapping with spectrum and modulation format conversion capable regenerators to minimize the blocking for dynamic VON requests. Kong et al. [19] defined the availability for VON mapping and developed a VON mapping algorithm with selective dedicated protection to minimize the total link costs while meeting availability requirement. VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 1. The KC-EODCN (a) establishing k independent end-to-content light-paths and (b) the assigned spectrum for these light-paths.
Chen et al. [20] , [21] addressed the minimum network cost problem for VON mapping where the dedicated-path protection is designed for virtual link mapping in elastic optical networks.
C. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
Our contributions in this paper consist of three aspects.
1) A novel survivable KC-VON is proposed in this paper, Moreover, a KC-VON constructing algorithm is developed to construct a group of KC-VONs according to user requests.
2) To reduce the spectrum consumption while realizing the KC-EODCN, the KC-VON embedding scheme is proposed instead of individually establishing k independent end-tocontent paths for each user. To realize disaster-resiliency, the IVLP scheme and the R-IVLP scheme are designed for the KC-VON embedding scheme.
3) ILP models and heuristic algorithms are developed for the KC-VON embedding scheme with the objective of minimizing the total spectrum consumption.
III. KC-VON IN ELASTIC OPTICAL DATA CENTER NETWORKS
This section first describes the survivability requirement of the KC-EODCN. Then, two methods of realizing the KC-EODCN are discussed. The definition and construction method of the KC-VON are also presented.
A. SURVIVABILITY REQUIREMENT OF KC-EODCN
The concept of k-node (edge) content connectivity means that there is not a set of k-1 nodes (edges) whose removal disconnects the connectivity between any surviving network node and the data centers where the content is hosted. It can be used to address k-1 failures. To design disaster-resilient optical data center networks, we apply k-node (edge) content connectivity into elastic optical data center networks and propose the KC-EODCN [5] . The KC-EODCN guarantees that there exists at least one available end-to-content light-path for each user to obtain the needed content under randomly concurrently occurring k-1 failures.
Theoretical analysis shows that achieving k-node (edge) content connectivity is equivalent to searching k independent end-to-content paths between the source node and multiple data centers where the content is hosted. In Fig. 1(a) , the content is replicated and maintained in data center D 1 and FIGURE 2. Two methods of realizing the KC-EODCN (a) individually establishing three independent end-to-content light-paths for two users, (b) the assigned spectrum for these light-paths, (c) the KC-VON embedding scheme, and (d) the assigned spectrum for the KC-VON embedding scheme. data center D 2 . Three independent end-to-content light-paths P 11 , P 12 and P 13 are established. Figure 1 (b) presents the assigned spectrum for these end-to-content light-paths. For randomly concurrently occurred dual-failures, there exists at least one available end-to-content light-path for user U 1 to obtain the content.
B. TWO METHODS OF REALIZING KC-EODCN
To realize the KC-EODCN, individually establishing k independent end-to-content paths for each user is a direct method with lower complexity. However, this method ignores the relevance among multiple users who require the same level of k-node (edge) content connectivity.
In Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 2(c) , the KC-EODCN (k = 3) is realized. Fig. 2(a) presents the schematic of individually establishing k independent end-to-content light-paths for each user. The content is replicated and maintained in data center D 1 and data center D 2 . Three independent end-tocontent light-paths are established for user U 1 and user U 2 . Figure 2 (b) presents the assigned spectrum for these endto-content light-paths. In Fig. 2(c) , the KC-VON embedding scheme is used to realize the KC-EODCN instead of establishing three independent end-to-content paths for each user. In Fig. 3(a) , when dual-link failures occur on light-path P 1 and light-path P 3 , light-path P 2 and light-path P 5 can be concatenated together to form light-path P 12 for user U 1 . In Fig. 3(b) , when dual-link failures occur on light-path P 4 and light-path P 5 , light-path P 1 and light-path P 2 can be concatenated together to form light-path P 22 for user U 2 . This example shows that the KC-VON embedding scheme satisfies the k-node (edge) content connectivity requirement and can be used to realize the KC-EODCN. Furthermore, the KC-VON embedding scheme can reduce the number of required light-paths and shorten the physical length of some light-paths.
C. DEFINITION OF KC-VON
The KC-VON is based on the conventional VON that is presented in Fig. 4(a) . A KC-VON is composed of a set of users and content nodes that are interconnected by virtual links. However, there is not a virtual link between any two content nodes. The content synchronization technology among multiple data centers is out of the scope of this paper. Each user has a capacity property representing the number of ports that are used by adjacent light-paths. Each content node has a capacity property representing the size of the content. The number of content nodes represents the number of replicas per content and is less than the number of data centers in the substrate network. Each virtual link has a bandwidth property representing the data transmission rate on the mapped light-path in the substrate network. The KC-VON satisfies the k-node (edge) content connectivity requirement that each user has at least k virtual independent end-to-content paths.
Here, we assume the content occupies 20GB of storage. The method of individually establishing k independent endto-content paths for each user can also be regarded as the KC-VON mapping. 1) For the conventional VON, the virtual link and virtual node are the two key components. However, for the KC-VON, the user, content node and virtual link are the key components. The content node represents the same data/services that can be replicated and maintained in multiple data centers. Moreover, there is not a virtual link between any two content nodes.
2) The capacity property of the virtual node in the conventional VON represents the size of the computing and storage resources. However, for the KC-VON, the capacity property of a user represents the number of ports that are used by the adjacent light-paths, and the capacity property of the content node represents the size of the content.
3) The KC-VON satisfies the k-node (edge) content connectivity requirement that each user has at least k virtual independent end-to-content paths.
D. THE CONFIGURATION OF VIRTUAL LINKS IN KC-VON
In a KC-VON, there exist at least k virtual independent endto-content paths between any user and the content. For a given KC-VON with a fixed number of users and content nodes, how to configure virtual links becomes an important problem to be addressed for the KC-VON construction. We assume each user has the same number of adjacent virtual links with content nodes and the number is a variable denoted by x. While satisfying the requirement that any user has at least k virtual independent end-to-content paths, the total number of virtual links in a KC-VON denoted by sum can be expressed by Eq. (1), where m denotes the number of users and n denotes the number of content nodes. Equation (1) indicates that sum has a linear relationship with variable x. Fig. 5 illustrates the VOLUME 6, 2018 relation curve between the sum and x of Eq. (1). Figure 6 (a) and Fig. 6 (b) show the KC-VONs with the maximum number of virtual links and the minimum number of virtual links, respectively. In Fig. 6(a) , there are no virtual links between any two users and each user has k adjacent virtual links with content nodes. At this time, the total number of virtual links in this KC-VON is its maximum and the number is m * k. This KC-VON represents the method of individually establishing k independent end-to-content paths for each user. In Fig. 6(b) , there is one virtual link between any two users. Then, each user has k-(m-1) virtual links that are adjacent to the content nodes. At this time, the number of virtual links in this KC-VON is its minimum and the number is m * k-m * (m-1)/2.
E. THE KC-VON CONSTRUCTING ALGORITHM
In last subsection, we find that the virtual links between users play an important role in the KC-VON's construction. To reduce the spectrum consumption, it is better to increase the number of virtual links between users. In contentcentric optical data center networks, the request appears in the form of r(u, c), where u denotes the user and c denotes the requested content. In this subsection, a KC-VON constructing (KVC) algorithm is developed to construct KC-VONs according to all user requests. To improve the success rate of the KC-VON embedding, the topology of substrate EODCN is also considered in the KVC algorithm.
Notations: The level of k-node (edge) content connectivity
add u into X c i , go to step 2;
6:
create an empty X c j , add u into X c j and add X c j into X , go to step 2; The KVC algorithm comprises two phases: configuring users and content nodes and configuring virtual links. In the process of configuring users and content nodes, the KVC algorithm first classifies the user requests according to their requested content and the maximum number of hops among them. Then, the KVC algorithm adds content nodes into each constructed KC-VON. In the process of configuring virtual links, the KVC algorithm first adds the virtual link between two users that are adjacent in the substrate EODCN or between one user and one content node that are adjacent in the substrate EODCN. Then, the KVC algorithm calculates the needed virtual independent end-tocontent paths for each user.
The time complexity of the KVC algorithm is
The following analyses of time complexity are under the worst case. The time complexity is |T | 2 from step 2 to step 10, |T | from step 11 to step 13, (M + |D|) 2 from step 15 to step 19, M * |D| * |V | 2 * k from step 20 to step 22, and |T | * [(M + |D|) 2 + M * |D| * |V | 2 * k] from step 14 to step 24. It is guaranteed to run in polynomial time.
IV. THE KC-VON EMBEDDING SCHEME
This section first introduces the network model of the substrate EODCN. Then, to realize disaster-resiliency, the KC-VON embedding with the IVLP scheme and the R-IVLP scheme are proposed and elaborated.
A. ELASTIC OPTICAL DATA CENTER NETWORK (EODCN)
Based on orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) technology, the whole spectrum in each fiber link is divided into a set of continuous frequency slots (FSs) with a step of constant small spectrum F Hz [23] . FSs are allocated according to the size of the traffic so that the elastic optical networks have higher spectrum efficiency than the fixed-grid optical network. In this paper, the EODCN is adopted as the substrate network for the KC-VON embedding scheme. The transponder at each optical node is assumed to be tunable so that any end-to-content light-paths can use different sets of contiguous FSs. The RMLSA (routing, modulation level and spectrum allocation) of each end-to-content light-path must satisfy spectrum contiguity and spectrum continuity requirements. Moreover, the modulation levels influence the Quality of Transmission (QoT) and the transmission distance of a light-path. The optical OFDM signal with a higher modulation level has a shorter transmission reach.
B. THE IVLM SCHEME AND THE R-IVLP SCHEME
The KVC algorithm has already given the locations of all users and all content nodes in the substrate EODCN. Thus, the virtual link mapping becomes an important problem to be addressed in the KC-VON embedding scheme. The virtual link mapping of the KC-VON embedding scheme must satisfy the following requirements.
(1) Each virtual link in a KC-VON must be mapped to an end-to-end light-path in the substrate EODCN. The modulation level of the mapped light-path is determined by its length.
(2) To realize disaster-resiliency, all virtual independent end-to-content paths belonging to the same user in a KC-VON should be independent in the substrate EODCN after virtual link mapping.
To meet the second requirement, the IVLM scheme is proposed in the KC-VON embedding scheme while mapping virtual links over the substrate EODCN. The IVLM scheme requires all virtual links in a KC-VON to be mapped to independent end-to-end light-paths in the substrate EODCN so that all virtual independent end-to-content paths belonging to the same user in a KC-VON are also independent in the substrate EODCN. In Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) , the IVLM scheme is achieved such that all virtual links of these two KC-VONs are mapped to independent end-to-end light-paths. Then, the virtual independent end-to-content paths belonging to the same user in these two KC-VONs are also independent. In Fig. 7(a) , the virtual independent end-to-content paths belonging to user_1, VP 1 : 1→a and VP 2 : 1→2→a, are mapped to independent end-to-content light-paths P 1 : 1→a and P 2 : 1→2→3→4→a, respectively. In Fig. 7(b),   FIGURE 7 . The KC-VON embedding with the IVLM scheme (a) The IVLM scheme with two independent end-to-end paths per user, (b) The IVLM scheme with two independent end-to-content paths per user, and (c) The R-IVLP scheme with three independent end-to-content paths per user.
the virtual independent end-to-content paths belonging to user_1, VP 1 : 1→a and VP 2 : 1→2→b, are mapped to independent end-to-content light-paths: P 1 : 1→a and P 2 : 1→2→b, respectively.
The IVLM scheme can certainly guarantee that all virtual independent end-to-content paths belonging to the same user in a KC-VON are also independent in the substrate EODCN. However, in some specific cases, the IVLM scheme will fail. In Fig. 7(c) , there are not enough independent end-toend light-paths in the substrate EODCN for all virtual links to be mapped such that the IVLM scheme fails. Here, we choose another virtual link mapping scheme: virtual link vl(1,2) is mapped to physical link pl (1, 2) , vl (1,a) , vl (1,b) , vl (2,b) , and vl(2,a) are mapped to physical link pl (1,a) , lightpaths: 1→4→3→b, physical link pl (2,b) , and light-paths: 2→3→4→a. Thus, the virtual independent end-to-content paths of user_1 in the KC-VON, VP 1 : 1→a, VP 2 : 1→b, and VP 3 : 1→2→b, are mapped to the independent end-to-content light-paths P 1 : 1→a, P 2 : 1→4→3→b, and P 3 : 1→2→b. This virtual link mapping scheme does not satisfy the requirement of the IVLM scheme, but it satisfies the requirement that all virtual independent end-to-content paths belonging to the same user in a KC-VON are also independent in the substrate EODCN. Figure 7(c) indicates that the requirement of the IVLM scheme can be relaxed in some specific cases. Here, we propose the R-IVLM scheme that relaxes the requirement of the IVLM scheme into two constraints. The first constraint is that all virtual links between any two users in a KC-VON must be mapped to independent end-to-end light-paths in the substrate EODCN. The second constraint is that all adjacent virtual links of any user in a KC-VON must be mapped to independent end-to-end light-paths in the substrate EODCN.
V. ILP FORMULATION
In this section, an ILP model is developed for the KC-VON embedding scheme. The objective is to minimize the total spectrum resource consumed by all virtual links. The mapping of a KC-VON is translated to find a set of end-to-end light-paths for all virtual links. Each virtual link can utilize any number of FSs, thus forming a continuous spectrum with VOLUME 6, 2018 a step of F Hz. We formally state the proposed ILP model as follows.
Parameters: G(V , D, E)
The substrate EODCN in which V denotes a set of optical nodes, D denotes a set of data centers, and E denotes a set of fiber links 
The objective function (2) sums the total spectrum resource consumed by all virtual links of all KC-VONs. Its target is to minimize the total spectrum consumption.
Constraints:
Equation (3) ensures that for virtual link l, only one lightpath can be followed and the traffic demand cannot be split. Moreover, it also ensures that the mapped light-path obeys the modulation level consecutiveness constraint. Equation (4) ensures that only one modulation level can be adopted by the mapped light-path.
Equation (5) enforces the flow conservation on the mapped light-path for virtual link l. This constraint guarantees that the number of outgoing FSs is equal to the number of incoming FSs for each light-path except the source node and the destination node. Equation (6) ensures that only the FSs on link(i, j), which is used to map virtual link l, can be allocated.
Equation (7) ensures that the overall length of the mapped light-path for virtual link l with modulation level r cannot be greater than the maximum optical transmission reach of modulation level r. Equation (8) 
Equation (10) ensures that the mapped light-paths for all virtual links of KC-VON o are independent so that all virtual independent end-to-content paths belonging to the same user in KC-VON o are also independent in the substrate EODCN. Equation (10) realizes the IVLM scheme.
Equation (11) ensures that all adjacent virtual links of any user in a KC-VON are mapped to independent end-to-end light-paths in the substrate EODCN. Equation (12) ensures that all virtual links among users in a KC-VON are mapped to independent end-to-end light-paths in the substrate EODCN. Equation (11) and Eq. (12) realize the R-IVLP scheme.
Equation (13) ensures that all fiber links along the mapped light-path for a virtual link employ the same set of FSs (spectrum contiguity requirement). Equation (14) ensures that the FSs are consecutive in each link of the mapped light-path (spectrum continuity requirement).
Equation (15) ensures that an FS in one fiber link can only be assigned to one light-path. Equation (16) ensures that the total number of FSs allocated for all virtual links of all KC-VONs through a fiber link does not exceed the link's capacity.
VI. HEURISTIC KC-VON EMBEDDING ALGORITHM
In this section, the concepts of the spectrum window (SW) and spectrum window plane (SWP) are first introduced. Then, heuristic KC-VON embedding algorithms are developed.
A. SPECTRUM WINDOW PLANE
The concept of the SW that represents a certain number of continuous FSs was proposed in [24] and [25] . The size of the SW is equal to the number of required FSs of a virtual link. For virtual link l with n required FSs, the fiber link with the FS set {f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f | | } contains a total of | |−n+1 SWs. In Fig. 8 , there are 20 FSs in the fiber link. For the virtual link l with 4 required FSs, SW1 whose indices range from 1 to 4 is the first SW and the total number of SWs in this link is 17 from SW1 to SW17 [26] . The EODCN can be split into multiple SWPs in Fig. 9 . In each plane, a virtual link between a pair of nodes is connected if the SW in the corresponding fiber link is available [18] . Heuristic KC-VON embedding algorithm is based on SWPs. It scans the whole set of SWPs to find the expected light-paths.
B. HEURISTIC KC-VON EMBEDDING ALGORITHMS
The heuristic KC-VON embedding algorithm first uses the KVC algorithm to construct KC-VONs according to user requests. Then, it sorts all virtual links in each KC-VON according to its type. There are two types of virtual links: virtual links between two users and virtual links between one user and one content node. The virtual link between two users is queued at the front of the list. At last, it scans the whole set of SWPs to find the shortest end-to-end light-path for each virtual link. Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 are developed for the KC-VON embedding with the IVLP scheme and the R-IVLP scheme, respectively.
Notations:
The set of KC-VONs constructed from the KVC algorithm 
SORT L o according to its type, virtual link between two users is queued at the front; initialize ST with | | − n + 1 SWPs of which each as n spare FSs; remove all links which belong to existing light-paths in P o ;
8:
SET P l = φ, I l = φ;
9:
FOR each SWP ∈ ST (from the lowest to highest index) DO 
is shorter than the transmission reach of current modulation level r) DO 12: IF (P l == Null) DO 13: |R| is the number of optional modulation levels, | | is the maximum number of SWPs, |V | is the number of optical nodes in the substrate EODCN, and |D| is the maximum number of data centers in the substrate EODCN. Algorithm 2 is guaranteed to run in polynomial time. In Algorithm 3, the R-IVLP scheme is achieved by deleting the light-paths for all already mapped virtual links according to its type.
The time complexity of Algorithm 3 is also O(M * k * |X | * |R| * | | * |V | 2 * |D|). It is guaranteed to run in polynomial time. The R-IVLP scheme requires that the virtual links initialize ST with | | − n + 1 SWPs of which each has n spare FSs;
remove all links along the existing light-paths for virtual links whose endpoints both belong to U o , and remove all links along the existing light-paths for virtual links which are adjacent to s o l and d o l ;
10: SET P l = φ, I l = φ;
14:
is shorter than the transmission reach of current modulation level r) DO 17: IF (P l == Null) DO 18: light-paths in the substrate EODCN. As a result, the R-IVLP scheme is easier to realize than the KC-VON embedding. Although Algorithm 3 has the same time complexity with Algorithm 2, it can improve the success rate of the KC-VON embedding.
C. BASELINE ALGORITHM
The baseline algorithm searches the shortest end-to-end lightpath for each virtual link in the substrate EODCN. It does not require the mapped light-paths to satisfy the constraint that all virtual independent end-to-content paths belonging to the same user in a KC-VON are also independent in the substrate EODCN.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, the performance of the KC-VON embedding scheme is evaluated through ILP models and heuristic algorithms. The ILP model is conducted on a small n6e8 network, and heuristic algorithms are conducted on NSFNet. Three modulation levels (BPSK, QPSK, and 8QAM) are adopted in the simulations. The spectrum efficiency, data rate per subcarrier and transmission reach of these modulation levels are listed in Table 1 . The ILP models and heuristic algorithms are implemented by using JAVA in ILOG CPLEX V12.5 and Eclipse-JEE-LUNA-SR2. The computer in our simulations is configured with an Intel Core i5 3.3 GHz CPU and 8 Gb RAM.
A. ILP MODELS FOR THE KC-VON EMBEDDING SCHEME
In Fig. 10 (a) , we assume that each fiber link in n6s8 contains 120 FSs, the storage capacity of each data center is infinite, and the transmission rate of each virtual link is 25 Gbps. The user requests used in the ILP models are listed in Table. 2. The KVC algorithm is used to construct the KC-VONs according to all user requests. The ILP models of the IVLM scheme and the R-IVLM scheme are used to realize the virtual link mapping.
In the KVC algorithm, the maximum number of hops between any two users in each candidate KC-VON is set to two. The maximum number of users denoted by M in each candidate KC-VON plays an important role in the KC-VON construction. Figure 11 and Fig. 12 present all types of constructed KC-VONs according to all the user requests that are listed in Table 2 . Figure 13 and Fig. 14 present the number of virtual links of the direct method, the number of all constructed KC-VONs, and the total number of virtual links of all constructed KC-VONs. The direct method refers to the method of individually establishing k independent light-paths for each user. The results show that the KC-VON embedding scheme can effectively reduce the number of virtual links of the direct method by approximately 16.7% when M = 2 and by approximately 25% when M = 3. Moreover, the results in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 are the same because the sum number of the virtual links of the two types of constructed KC-VONs when M = 2 is equal to the sum number of the virtual links of the two types of constructed KC-VONs when M = 3. For example, the sum number of virtual links of the two types of constructed KC-VONs in Fig. 11 (a) and Fig. 11 (b) is 10 (5+5). The sum number of virtual links of the two types of constructed KC-VONs in Fig. 12 (a) and Fig. 12 (b) is also 10 (7+3).
The IVLM scheme requires that all virtual links of one KC-VON are mapped to independent light-paths in the substrate EODCN. Figure 12 (a) presents the constructed KC-VON when M = 3 and k = 3. When mapping this KC-VON onto the substrate EODCN, as presented in Fig. 15(a) , the IVLM scheme cannot find a light-path for the virtual link 3→F. Since the R-IVLP scheme only requires that virtual links between any two users in a KC-VON are mapped to independent light-paths in the substrate EODCN and all adjacent links of any user in KC-VON are mapped to independent light-paths in the substrate EODCN, the R-IVLP scheme can be used to realize the KC-VON embedding for the constructed KC-VON when M = 3 and k = 3, as presented in Fig. 15(b) . Figure 16 presents the spectrum consumption of the direct method, the IVLP scheme, and the R-IVLP scheme when M = 2 and M = 3, respectively. Figure 16 (a) indicates that the KC-VON embedding scheme can reduce the spectrum consumption of the direct method by approximately 30% when k = 3 and by approximately 33.3% when k = 2. Moreover, the spectrum consumptions of the IVLP scheme and the R-IVLP scheme are the same because the IVLP scheme and the R-IVLP scheme find the same mapping in the substrate EODCN for each type of constructed KC-VON when M = 2. Since the IVLP scheme cannot achieve the KC-VON mapping for the constructed Fig. 12(a) when M = 3, Fig. 16 (b) only lists the spectrum consumption of the R-IVLP scheme when M = 3 and k = 3. The results in Fig. 16 (b) indicate that the KC-VON embedding scheme can reduce the spectrum consumption of the direct method by approximately 30% when k = 3 and by approximately 41.7% when k = 2. Since n6e8 is a small topology and the number of users is less, the KC-VON embedding scheme consumes more spectrum resources while realizing the KC-EODCN with a high degree of k-node (edge) content connectivity.
KC-VON presented in

B. HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS FOR THE KC-VON EMBEDDING SCHEME
In Fig. 10 (b) , we assume that each fiber link in the NSFNet contains 320 FSs, the storage capacity of each data center is infinite, and the transmission rate of each virtual link is 100 Gbps. The user requests are generated at each user node according to a uniform distribution offline in advance. The KVC algorithm is first used to construct the KC-VONs according to all user requests. Then, the heuristic KC-VON embedding algorithms are used to realize the IVLP scheme and the R-IVLP scheme for all constructed KC-VONs. In the KVC algorithm, themaximum number of hops between any two users in each candidate KC-VON is also set to two.
In simulations, the number of user requests generated at each user node ranges from 10 to 40. Figure 17 (a) presents the number of virtual links of the direct method, the number of all constructed KC-VONs, and the total number of virtual links of all constructed KC-VONs when the maximum number of users in each candidate KC-VON is set to two. The results in Fig. 17 (a) indicate that the KC-VON embedding scheme can reduce the number of virtual links of the direct method by approximately 9% when k = 3 and by approximately 9% when k = 2. Since the maximum number of users denoted by M in each candidate KC-VON plays an important role in the KC-VON construction and the NSFNet is three-node (node) connected network, the numbers of all constructed KC-VONs for both k = 3 and k = 2 are the same. Figure 17 (b) presents the number of virtual links of the direct method, the number of all constructed KC-VONs, and the total number of virtual links of all constructed KC-VONs when the maximum number of users in each candidate KC-VON is set to five. The results indicate that the KC-VON embedding scheme can reduce the number of virtual links of the direct method by approximately 24% when k = 3 and by approximately 9% when k = 2. These results show that the KC-VON embedding scheme is more suitable to realize the KC-EODCN with a high degree of k-node (edge) content connectivity and it is better to construct the KC-VON with a large number of users. Figure 17 shows that the total number of virtual links of all constructed KC-VONs when M = 5 is less than the total number of virtual links of all constructed KC-VONs when M = 2. Therefore, we only use heuristic KC-VON FIGURE 18. The performance of the direct method, the IVLP scheme, the R-IVLP scheme, and the BA (a) spectrum consumption, (b) success rate when k = 3, and (c) success rate when k = 2.
embedding algorithms to embed the KC-VONs constructed by the KVC algorithm when M = 5. Figure 18(a), Fig. 18(b) and Fig. 18 (c) present the spectrum consumption and success rate of the direct method, the IVLP scheme, the R-IVLP scheme, and the baseline algorithm (BA) when k = 3 and k = 2. In Fig. 18 (b) , the success rate of the direct method is falling when the requested number per user is greater than 30. Since the direct method needs to establish three independent end-to-content light-paths for each user request, it consumes more spectrum resources and leads to the fall of the success rate. In Fig. 18 (c) , the success rate of the direct method is falling when the requested number per user is close to 40. This happens because the direct method only needs to establish two independent end-to-content light-paths for each user request. Therefore, the success rate of the direct method starts to fall slightly late. Because the KC-VON embedding scheme reduces the number of virtual links, the success rate of the KC-VON embedding scheme is higher than the direct method, especially when the number of user requests is larger. Figure 18 (a) shows that the spectrum consumption of the R-IVLP scheme is close to the spectrum consumption of the baseline algorithm (BA) when k = 3. Moreover, the spectrum consumptions of the IVLP scheme and the R-IVLP scheme are equal to the spectrum consumption of the baseline algorithm (BA) when k = 2. Figure 18 (a) indicates that the KC-VON embedding scheme has the highest spectrum efficiency and it provides an effective method to realize the KC-EODCN. Moreover, the R-IVLP scheme is more suitable for the KC-VON embedding when the degree of k-node (edge) content connectivity is high.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The KC-VON embedding scheme provides a promising approach to realize the KC-EODCN instead of individually establishing k independent end-to-content paths for each user. Compared with the method of individually establishing k independent end-to-content paths for each user, the KC-VON embedding scheme has a high spectrum efficiency and success rate. Moreover, heuristic KC-VON embedding algorithms are more suitable for realizing the large-scale KC-EODCN with a high degree of k-node (edge) content connectivity. 
